
Anand Sweets’ Bespoke Wedding Collection



Royal Union by Anand Sweets request the pleasure of your company 

to celebrate the grandest wedding of the year 

Rich Tradition
meets

Impeccable Taste

We understand traditions and using our wealth of experience of over 

three decades, we have crafted an exquisite collection of premium 

designer mithais, confectionary and packaging, for every occasion of 

your wedding. 



Our inspiration for ’Royal Union’, stems from the beautiful journey a 

couple takes from the moment they decide to tie the knot to the time 

they become a married couple. This journey is a roller coaster of 

traditions, emotions and celebration.

We understand relationships and to make it easy for you we have 

divided our offering into different chapters of the wedding and what 

we can offer.

For the Indian ceremonial procedures that some call Roka, 
some call it sagan, we offer a range of products that is intimate, 
auspicious and celebratory.

Chapter 1: The Match



Chapter 2: The Courtship

To strengthen the bond between the families, sweet somethings are exchanged on some special occasions/festivals 
like Holi, Diwali or Eid that may fall in time before the wedding.

We offer products that are festive and customized making sure the impressions are created and recreated beyond 
the first time.

Chapter 3: The Invitation

Choose from an exquisite range of designer wedding cards and boxes with a multitude of options of sweets, dry 
fruits, biscuits, chocolate to go with/in it, designed by Anand’s in-house designers.



Chapter 4: Atithi Devo Bhava Chapter 5: The Engagement

For your guest who have arrived to attend your wedding, our 
carefully crafted range of car and in room snack hampers with 
a superb range of healthy and not-so-healthy short eats and 
snacks, will make sure they never go hungry!

Amidst all the celebrations, we make 
sure that our range in this chapter takes 
care of the solemnity of the rituals is 
maintained amidst all the chaos. 

Choose from our wide range of products, 
from all-time classics Laddus and Kaju 
Katli to international blends of Bhaklava, 
packed and presented to encapsulate 
your customs & traditions deliciously!



Chapter 6: The Reception Chapter 8: Sweet Goodbyes

For the Reception ceremony, we offer products for Baraat Swagat, to mithai trays to on request mithai counters 
with live gourmet sweets freshly prepared and served hot (or cold). 

To leave a lasting impression our range of return gift boxes and articles for your guests consist 
of a collection of sweets, snacks and dry fruits, that have been conceptualized and prepared 

by the very best.



Chapter 9: The Happily Ever After

Marriages are just the beginning of good times. This range promises to be with you and celebrate with small 
joys of life all along the way adding a little sweetness all along the way.

While we promise to stand by you in sprit to elevate 

your emotions, our Royal Union product range 

will take care of traditions and celebrations in the 

sweetest possible way.

We understand relationships and we promise to do 

whatever it takes to serve you.

To know more reach out to us @ 8197260583



S W E E T S  &  S A V O U R I E S




